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WEEK 1 Top 5 Shifts In The Freight & Logistics Industry Expected In 2022

7-Mar Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 9 AM Blog - 1 LINK Approved

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 1

🚚 As the demand for “fast & free” shipping in eCommerce increases, the logistics 
industry is tackling 2 major problems:

[1] To manage the ever-increasing costs of reverse logistics
[2] Optimize logistics as per the supply chain patterns

The solution?

🚀 Invest in last-mile delivery solutions for the D2C (direct to consumer) models
🚀 A shift towards localization of the supply chains for fast order fulfillment
🚀 More 3PL integrations locally for increased efficiency in the last-mile distribution

.

Localization of Supply Chains For Optimized Reverse Logistics — is one of the fastest 
growing trends in the logistics sector.

To keep up, businesses need to realign their procedures and build a strategic growth 
roadmap for the year ahead.

.

.

.

What other shifts do you think are expected in the Freight & Logistics sector in 2022? 
Comment below 🔻

#growth #ecommerce #supplychain #shipping #logistics #freight #CharliePesti

— Approved

8-Mar Tuesday LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Snip - 1

🚚 As the demand for “fast & free” shipping in eCommerce increases, the logistics 
industry is tackling 2 major problems:

[1] To manage the ever-increasing costs of reverse logistics
[2] Optimize logistics as per the supply chain patterns

The solution?

🚀 Invest in last-mile delivery solutions for the D2C (direct to consumer) models
🚀 A shift towards localization of the supply chains for fast order fulfillment
🚀 More 3PL integrations locally for increased efficiency in the last-mile distribution

.

Localization of Supply Chains For Optimized Reverse Logistics — is one of the fastest 
growing trends in the logistics sector.

To keep up, businesses need to realign their procedures and build a strategic growth 
roadmap for the year ahead.

.

.

.

What other shifts do you think are expected in the Freight & Logistics sector in 2022? 
Comment below 🔻

#growth #ecommerce #supplychain #shipping #logistics #freight #CharliePesti

— Approved

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FKIHT4glyDsqhMiVfUCU6pMEXpSay373?usp=sharing
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9-Mar Wednesday Twitter 12 - 3 PM Blog Snip - 1

As the demand for “fast & free” shipping in eCommerce increases, the logistics industry is 
tackling 2 major problems:

[1] To manage the ever-increasing costs of reverse logistics
[2] Optimize logistics as per the supply chain patterns

🚚  The solution?

[1/3]

🚀 Invest in last-mile delivery solutions for the D2C (direct to consumer) models
🚀 A shift towards localization of the supply chains for fast order fulfillment
🚀 More 3PL integrations locally for increased efficiency in the last-mile distribution

[2/3]

Localization of Supply Chains For Optimized Reverse Logistics — is one of the fastest 
growing trends in the logistics sector.

To keep up, businesses need to realign their procedures and build a strategic growth 
roadmap for the year ahead.

[3/3]

What other shifts do you think are expected in the Freight & Logistics sector in 2022? 
Comment below 🔻

#ecommerce #supplychain #shipping #logistics #freight

— Approved

10-Mar Thursday LinkedIn (Profile) 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 1

The future of the freight & logistics industry paves the way for the future of businesses 
globally 🚀

As the backbone of the global economy, the freight & logistics industry is growing in size 
and significance. With the introduction of new technologies, it is evolving continually.

.

Read on to know about the major trends and shifts in the logistics industry expected in 
2022.

[Link in comments]

#logistics #freight #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved

11-Mar Friday Twitter 11 - 1 PM Blog Promo - 1

The future of the logistics industry paves the way for the future of businesses 🚀

And with the introduction of new technologies, it is evolving continually.

Read on to know about the major trends and shifts in the logistics industry expected in 
2022.

[Paste blog link here]

— Approved
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12-Mar Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 1

The future of the freight & logistics industry paves the way for the future of businesses 
globally 🚀

As the backbone of the global economy, the freight & logistics industry is growing in size 
and significance. With the introduction of new technologies, it is evolving continually.

.

Read on to know about the major trends and shifts in the logistics industry expected in 
2022.

[Link in comments]

#logistics #freight #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved

13-Mar Sunday No Post — — —
WEEK 2 Top 4 Marketing Trends In Transport And Logistics In 2022

14-Mar Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 9 AM Blog - 2 LINK Approved

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 4 - 6 PM Blog Snip - 2

Online Marketing in Logistics: Option or Necessity? 🤔

Businesses should be where customers are. And their customers are ONLINE 💻 — In 
the highly globalized logistics industry, riding the digital wagon isn’t so much an option as 
a necessity. And…

Among everything, marketing has been and continues to be a cornerstone for 
businesses.

✅ Why?

— offers unlimited access to a network of potential clients and business partners.
— the credibility of your business depends a lot on your digital presence.
— online marketing brings a sea of opportunity and a tag of trust for your company.
— hyper-target your customers by leveraging data analytics.
— save time, effort, and money with a plethora of marketing tools.

So, we conclude: Online marketing in logistics is a necessity, and more so, for the future.

.

If you don’t have a digital presence yet for your logistics business, we suggest starting to 
build one now 🎯

Thoughts?

#business #digital #marketing #logistics #onlinemarketing #CharliePesti

— Approved

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12IIFM1ptqOLZpPSpi4S4-wD7mI027O3g?usp=sharing
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15-Mar Tuesday LinkedIn (Profile) 3 - 5 PM Blog Snip - 2

Online Marketing in Logistics: Option or Necessity? 🤔

Businesses should be where customers are. And their customers are ONLINE 💻 — In 
the highly globalized logistics industry, riding the digital wagon isn’t so much an option as 
a necessity. And…

Among everything, marketing has been and continues to be a cornerstone for 
businesses.

✅ Why?

— offers unlimited access to a network of potential clients and business partners.
— the credibility of your business depends a lot on your digital presence.
— online marketing brings a sea of opportunity and a tag of trust for your company.
— hyper-target your customers by leveraging data analytics.
— save time, effort, and money with a plethora of marketing tools.

So, we conclude: Online marketing in logistics is a necessity, and more so, for the future.

.

If you don’t have a digital presence yet for your logistics business, we suggest starting to 
build one now 🎯

Thoughts?

#business #digital #marketing #logistics #onlinemarketing #CharliePesti

— Approved
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16-Mar Wednesday Twitter 9 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 2

Online Marketing in Logistics: Option or Necessity? 🤔

[A Thread] 🧵 

[1/4]

In highly globalized logistics industry, riding the digital wagon isn’t so much an option as a 
necessity.

Businesses should be where customers are. And their customers are ONLINE 💻

Among everything, marketing has been and continues to be a cornerstone for 
businesses.

[2/4]

✅ Why?

1. offers unlimited access to a network of potential clients and business partners.

2. the credibility of your business depends a lot on your digital presence.

3. online marketing brings a sea of opportunity and a tag of trust for your company.

[3/4]

4. hyper-target your customers by leveraging data analytics.

5. save time, effort, and money with a plethora of marketing tools.

So, we conclude: Online marketing in logistics is a necessity, and more so, for the future.

[4/4]

If you don’t have a digital presence yet for your logistics business, we suggest starting to 
build one now 🎯

Thoughts?

#business #digital #marketing #logistics #onlinemarketing

— Approved

17-Mar Thursday LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Promo - 2

🎯 Want to be positioned as a ‘top-of-the-mind’ choice in your target market?

From authority to engagement, online presence is crucial for growing logistics business.

Read on to know the benefits of digital marketing for logistics companies in detail.

[Link in comments]

#logistics #business #digital #marketing #digitalmarketing #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved
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18-Mar Friday Twitter 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 2

Want to be positioned as a ‘top-of-the-mind’ choice in your target market? 🎯

From authority to engagement, online presence is crucial for growing logistics business.

Read on to know the benefits of digital marketing for logistics companies in detail.

[Paste blog link here]

— Approved

19-Mar Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 4 - 6 PM Blog Promo - 2

🎯 Want to be positioned as a ‘top-of-the-mind’ choice in your target market?

From authority to engagement, online presence is crucial for growing logistics business.

Read on to know the benefits of digital marketing for logistics companies in detail.

[Link in comments]

#logistics #business #digital #marketing #digitalmarketing #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved

20-Mar Sunday No Post — — —
WEEK 3 Top 5 Tips To Boost Your Shipping Business To Meet Logistics Agility

21-Mar Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 9 AM Blog - 3 LINK Approved

LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 3

“Emerging technologies have significantly affected consumer behavior and expectations 
towards logistical businesses.” — Businesses thus, need to create seamless logistics 
processes.

Here are 5 Practical Tech Tips To Boost Your Logistics Business 🚀

1. Optimize operations by utilizing customer data and leveraging data analytics.
2. Build trust and attract potential leads with online digital marketing.
3. Utilize blockchain technology to automate operations.
4. Integrate APIs to enhance connectivity and boost omnichannel communication.
5. Connect with 3PL services to improve to fill operational gaps.

.

Are you leveraging technology to grow your logistics business? Comment below 

#logistics #business #technology #digitalmarketing #CharliePesti

— Approved

22-Mar Tuesday LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Snip - 3

“Emerging technologies have significantly affected consumer behavior and expectations 
towards logistical businesses.” — Businesses thus, need to create seamless logistics 
processes.

Here are 5 Practical Tech Tips To Boost Your Logistics Business 🚀

1. Optimize operations by utilizing customer data and leveraging data analytics.
2. Build trust and attract potential leads with online digital marketing.
3. Utilize blockchain technology to automate operations.
4. Integrate APIs to enhance connectivity and boost omnichannel communication.
5. Connect with 3PL services to improve to fill operational gaps.

.

Are you leveraging technology to grow your logistics business? Comment below 

#logistics #business #technology #digitalmarketing #CharliePesti

— Approved

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11f4ST0TExi9VHwpfH98zoIS-JXvTTtOv?usp=sharing
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23-Mar Wednesday Twitter 12 - 3 PM Blog Snip - 3

Here are 5 Practical Tech Tips To Boost Your Logistics Business 🚀

[A Thread] 🧵 

[1/2]

1. Optimize operations by utilizing customer data and leveraging data analytics.

2. Build trust and attract potential leads with online digital marketing.

3. Utilize blockchain technology to automate operations.

[2/2]

4. Integrate APIs to enhance connectivity and boost omnichannel communication.

5. Connect with 3PL services to improve to fill operational gaps.

Are you leveraging technology to grow your logistics business? Comment below 

— Approved

24-Mar Thursday LinkedIn (Profile) 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 3

With several innovations, it’s important to decide which ones are worth your investment 
— Read on to know the top 5 technologies that seem promising for boosting your logistics 
business 🚀

[Link in comments]

#business #logistics #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved

25-Mar Friday Twitter 11 - 1 PM Blog Promo - 3

With several innovations, it’s important to decide which ones are worth your investment.

Read on to know the top 5 technologies that seem promising for boosting your logistics 
business 🚀

[Paste blog link here]

— Approved

26-Mar Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 10 - 12 PM Blog Promo - 3

With several innovations, it’s important to decide which ones are worth your investment 
— Read on to know the top 5 technologies that seem promising for boosting your logistics 
business 🚀

[Link in comments]

#business #logistics #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved

27-Mar Sunday No Post — — —
WEEK 4 4 Reasons Why Online Marketing Is Important For The Freight & Logistics Business

28-Mar Monday

Website Blog Post 8 - 9 AM Blog - 4 LINK Approved

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vlDebAcOekigzUm-hqyCn2Ssb9tS7J3N?usp=sharing
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28-Mar Monday
LinkedIn (Co. Page) 4 - 6 PM Blog Snip - 4

How to leverage content to boost and grow your logistics business? 🚀

With more people being online, the opportunities to leverage content among logistics 
marketing trends are endless. But…

It’s no longer about just creating content in bulk. The ever-changing algorithms favor 
variety and quality 🎯

.

The wave continues towards building multiple types of content across multiple channels 
including — textual, video, voice, and visuals for social media, website, podcasts, etc. — 
optimized for desktop as well as mobile.

Consider these tips:

✅ Content Repurposing
— Can a blog be turned into a compelling video or an interesting podcast topic? Use the 
same content and turn it into different mediums.

✅ The Content Intent
— While creating content, don’t just focus on quantity. Pick 2-3 niche topics, decide on 
the intent that content piece serves (promotional, educational, entertaining, etc.) 
according to your target audience, and create accordingly.

✅ Leverage Data Analytics
— Not sure which content your audience resonates with? Try out everything, post 
regularly, ask your audience and be consistent. Go through the data, and see the results. 
Do more of what’s working with your audience.

.

Need more tips? Keep following #CharliePesti for more such amazing tips on marketing 
for logistics.

#logistics #business #marketing #content

— Approved
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29-Mar Tuesday LinkedIn (Profile) 3 - 5 PM Blog Snip - 4

How to leverage content to boost and grow your logistics business? 🚀

With more people being online, the opportunities to leverage content among logistics 
marketing trends are endless. But…

It’s no longer about just creating content in bulk. The ever-changing algorithms favor 
variety and quality 🎯

.

The wave continues towards building multiple types of content across multiple channels 
including — textual, video, voice, and visuals for social media, website, podcasts, etc. — 
optimized for desktop as well as mobile.

Consider these tips:

✅ Content Repurposing
— Can a blog be turned into a compelling video or an interesting podcast topic? Use the 
same content and turn it into different mediums.

✅ The Content Intent
— While creating content, don’t just focus on quantity. Pick 2-3 niche topics, decide on 
the intent that content piece serves (promotional, educational, entertaining, etc.) 
according to your target audience, and create accordingly.

✅ Leverage Data Analytics
— Not sure which content your audience resonates with? Try out everything, post 
regularly, ask your audience and be consistent. Go through the data, and see the results. 
Do more of what’s working with your audience.

.

Need more tips? Keep following #CharliePesti for more such amazing tips on marketing 
for logistics.

#logistics #business #marketing #content

— Approved
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30-Mar Wednesday Twitter 9 - 12 PM Blog Snip - 4

How to leverage content to boost and grow your logistics business? 🚀

[A Thread] 🧵 

[1/6]

With more people being online, the opportunities to leverage content among logistics 
marketing trends are endless.

But, it’s no longer about just creating content in bulk. The ever-changing algorithms favor 
variety and quality 🎯

[2/6]

The wave continues towards building multiple types of content across multiple channels 
including — textual, video, voice, and visuals for social media, website, podcasts, etc. — 
optimized for desktop as well as mobile.

Consider these tips:

[3/6]

✅ Content Repurposing

— Can a blog be turned into a compelling video or an interesting podcast topic? Use the 
same content and turn it into different mediums.

[4/6]

✅ The Content Intent

— While creating content, don’t just focus on quantity. Pick 2-3 niche topics, decide on 
the intent that content piece serves (promotional, educational, entertaining, etc.) 
according to your target audience, and create accordingly.

[5/6]

✅ Leverage Data Analytics

— Not sure which content your audience resonates with? Try out everything, post 
regularly, ask your audience and be consistent. Go through the data, and see the results. 
Do more of what’s working with your audience.

[6/6]

Follow us for more such amazing tips on marketing for logistics.

#logistics #business #marketing #content

— Approved
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31-Mar Thursday LinkedIn (Profile) 9 - 10 AM Blog Promo - 4

📈 To stay relevant and maintain a healthy brand reputation, logistics businesses need to 
leverage the evolving marketing trends that would provide them an edge over their 
competitors.

Read on to know the emerging Marketing Trends To Look Out For in 2022.

[Link in comments] 

#logistics #business #digital #marketing #digitalmarketing #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved

1-Apr Friday Twitter 1 - 3 PM Blog Promo - 4

Here are the Top 4 Marketing Trends in Transport & Logistics in 2022 🚀

#logistics #business #digitalmarketing

[Paste blog link here]

— Approved

2-Apr Saturday LinkedIn (Co. Page) 4 - 6 PM Blog Promo - 4

📈 To stay relevant and maintain a healthy brand reputation, logistics businesses need to 
leverage the evolving marketing trends that would provide them an edge over their 
competitors.

Read on to know the emerging Marketing Trends To Look Out For in 2022.

[Link in comments] 

#logistics #business #digital #marketing #digitalmarketing #CharliePesti

Use same graphic as blog 
banner Approved
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